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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like arsonists!

In a startling twist of Shyamalan-esque proportions,
a large group of aliens have
descended upon Michigan
Technological University today. These white-skinned
aliens in white-and-clear
spaceships
of
various
shapes and sizes have apparently come to take in the
entire experience of Winter Carnival, an epic event
of proportions beyond all
realm of imagination. These
strange aliens, whom I have
seen with my own eyes,
have ships which now dot
the landscape of our fine
campus.
The ships, which are the
most obvious signs of
our alien infestation, have
popped up seemingly
overnight across campus. It
is rumored that many more
are to follow tonight. These
strange ships seem to be
made of a chilled, powdery
...see Aliens! on back

By Jake Apps. ~ Daily Bull

On a recent trip to Perkins, I couldn’t
help but to gaze and drool at the pies
in the glass case while paying for my
meal. In that glass case I saw the pie
I wanted to spend the rest of my life
with. The whipped toping was placed
so delicately on the top in a some what
intricate pattern. It was as intricate as
cool whip could get to say the least.
And there were five delectable
peanut butter cups on the
top, placed perfectly apart
from each other, not to
close, but not to far. It’s
like the baker calculated
how far apart they should
be using pi to the eleventh
decimal place. I glanced
at her nametag, “Peanut Butter Cup Brownie
Pie”. MMMM. It was like
we were meant for each
other.

Really Awesome!” (Sung to the tune of
“Cat Scratch Fever”). Then I realized,
pies are kind of like chicks. Most of them
seem good on the outside, but sometimes, you just need to have a slice.

First of all, they each may not appear to
be what they really are. A pie can be
obscured by intricate patterns or
a fancy topping design. But
when you finally sink your
teeth in, you go to hold
back the gag and choke
down that one bite. Accordingly, women often
portray one message when
you see them, but you and me
both know, that is not always
what you’re going to get.
They both go good with
a little cool whip. There’s
nothing like sitting down
with a nice piece of
pie/woman, covering
Then reality set in. This
your pie/woman in
is Perkins. I mean, come
cool
whip, and then licking
PIE!
on. How good can a pie in a glass case all the cool whip off your pie/woman.
really be? I don’t see any awards on the You can also eat both. And get pleasure
wall that say “Perkins, World Class Pie” from both. I won’t get into that. Just
or “#1 Pie” or “Our Pies are Really Really making a statement.
Good So You Should Eat One before
You Die So You Can Get to Heaven”. There are also benefits to each party.
There jingle isn’t “HEY HEY!! Our Pies are
...see Pie vs. Girls. Hmmm... on back

The snow! My powers! I’M MELTING!
AHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!

Word on the street is that Chinese food is delicious. But you didn’t
hear that from me...
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By Benjamin Loucks
~ Daily Bull ~

An Event You Should Go See
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Aliens Invade
MTU, Take in
Local Culture

Women and Pies
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“Very little is known of the
Canadian country since it is rarely
visited by anyone but the Queen
and illiterate sport ﬁshermen.”
~P. J. O’Rourke

...Pie vs. Girls... hmmm... from front

Pies can’t talk. Sometimes, chicks
don’t know when to shut up. Pies
do. With pies, its kind of one-time
thing, a one-meal-stand if you will.
A little less of a commitment. You
can have one slice of a pie, and not
ever have that pie again. Nobody
cares. But if you like that pie, you can
eat it as much as you want! Pies also
don’t bleed on a regular basis. With
women, if you decide you don’t like
either flavor anymore and decide to
break up, the emotions, anger crying
and all that other crap. Women can
scratch your back. That’s a really big
factor when it comes down to it all.
Ever had to wash meringue off your
back? Didn’t think so. Trust me, its
hard. BOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
OOOOOOOOOOOBs. Pies don’t
have them. What is there to play with
on a pie? The crust? The whipped
cream? Meh… boobs are a heck of
a lot better.
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...Aliens! from front

material, which apparently is capable
of spaceflight. Many of the aliens thus
far seem to have found ways to blend
in with humanity, but a few have apparently retained their white, humanesque forms around their ships, perhaps in a sleep-state as they do not
appear to move. Further investigation
reveals that these strange beings are
made up of a similar material as their
spaceships, leading to believe a symbiotic relationship is occurring. In an
To all the men out there, hear what I attempt at an interview, one of the
sleeping aliens refused to make any
sort of comment, leading to believe
that they are very heavy sleepers. It
is likely they will come out of their
KING OF ALL COSMOS
IT’S SO HOT
Paris Hilton can’t
Nathan “Invincible” Miller
short-term hibernation during the allhandle it
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Sunshine’s Searcher

say. You may be looking in a glass case
somewhere and see the pie of your
dreams. You order that pie and you
think it’s going to be the best day of
your life. You know in your heart that
you will never eat another pie again.
Just remember, there are a lot of pies
out there. Different shapes, sizes,
colors, and flavors. If you ask me right
now, I’d have to say I’d take a woman
over a pie. But who knows, ask me
tomorrow and it may be a pie.

nighter, to sample the beer exquisite “Your Paudesfreem is from Venus.” As
culture that Winter Carnival brings.
delightfully fun as it may be to trigger
war with an alien race, you should
Because many MTU students are not probably refrain from attempting such
familiar with alien etiquette, I have activities due to the high amounts of
provided a simple guide to interact- pain you may receive from alien toring with our visiting friends. Please be ture rays or probes. Probes are never
advised that these aliens may appear good.
fairly harmless but in fact may get
sour intentions when drunk. Be cau- Speaking of which, the final suggestious; I highly suggest carrying some tion is this: If you find yourself hansort of personal protection device dling or otherwise getting ahold of
such as a chemical flamethrower an alien device, you should always
(because killing it with fire always remember these important rules:
solves problems), a zombie-killing- - Do not touch the operational end
approved shotgun in case alcohol of the device.
kills and reanimates them, or Richard - Do not look directly at the operaSimmons. Be careful, as the last one tional end of the device.
may cause innocent MTU students to - Do not submerge the device in liqflee in terror as well, and we certainly uid, even partially.
don’t want that.
- Most importantly, under no circumstances should you... well... Let’s just
Another piece of etiquette to follow say you don’t know where that thing
is that simple words here may trigger has been. We’ll leave it at that.
an interstellar war, such as “no tea” or
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